Aufgabe 1: Put the verbs in brackets into Present Tense Simple or Progressive!

1) Look! Mary ........................................... (to watch) TV.
2) ................................................... (you / to like) ice-cream?
3) She ............................................ (to clean) the kitchen every day.

Aufgabe 2: Put the verbs in brackets into Past Tense or Present Perfect!

1) Marc ........................................... (to play) a lot of computer games yesterday.
2) I ................................................... (to go) to school by bus two days ago.
3) My uncle ........................................... (tolive) in Berlin since 1996.

Aufgabe 3: Put the verbs in brackets into the correct tense!

1) If I ........................................... (to be) you, I wouldn’t drink too much.
2) If he ........................................... (not / to drive) himself, we will go by bus.
3) I would have called you if you ........................................... (to give) me your number.

Aufgabe 4: Put the sentence into Passive Voice!

Frank sent her an email. (2)
..............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................. (2)

Aufgabe 5: Put the sentences into Reported Speech!

1) Julie said to me, “My parents arrived last week.”
............................................................................................................................................................
2) My mother told me, “Clean up your room!”
............................................................................................................................................................
3) He wanted to know from them, “Are you going to stay here overnight?”
............................................................................................................................................................

(6)

Aufgabe 6: Adjective or adverb?

1) He is a ........................................ (careful) driver.
2) He drives ........................................ (careful).
3) The fish smells ........................................ (terrible).
LIFE’S SO UNFAIR! Shopping mall sets 6 pm curfew for teenagers – unless they bring their parents

Teenagers have been hanging out in shopping malls with their friends for decades but one mall is putting an end to the tradition – at least after 6 pm. North Park Center in Dallas has set a 6 pm curfew after which time any person aged 17 or under must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian. After the curfew any young teens without an adult will be approached and asked to provide ID and if they don’t have any, a parent will either need to come join them or pick them up.

Although young teens and some of their parents may object to the curfew, North Park spokesman Mark Annick argued that all the center’s retailers backed the new rules.

‘I really do respect that there are parents who may not agree respect with us completely,’ Annick told CBS news.

He went on to say that the rules were not brought in after any particular incidents or complaints but in a bid to maintain a family atmosphere for the estimated 26 million visitors who come to the mall each year. The new rules also state that visitors must dress ‘appropriately for a family-oriented shopping center. Clothes must adequately cover the body. Visible undergarments are not permitted.’

The measures have divided opinions with some parents backing the curfew, others saying it should be later and some saying it is not needed at all.

‘If the intent is to stop the loitering and just mall walking and things like that, I think it’s a great idea,’ one parent said. Another parent disagreed with the mall’s initiative, saying, ‘These kids are old enough to have drivers licenses, so I don’t see why they need to be escorted around the mall.’

Teens who work at the mall and those who are just there to watch a movie are the only exemptions to the curfew.

North Park is the largest shopping center in North Texas boasting more than 235 stores and restaurants.
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